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Abstract

The effects of travel bans, and the disruption of production and shipping due to COVID-19 quickly rippled through global production and supply chains, even when the virus SARS-CoV-2 was still contained within East Asia. The global spread of the virus resulted in export restrictions on goods needed to fight the pandemic, while the import of similar goods was liberalised. Short-sighted panic reactions increased the vulnerability of global value chains and revealed dependencies on imported goods, particularly from China. Despite changes in European attitudes towards China during the COVID-19 crisis, the pandemic does not seem to be a major game changer. Instead, it acts as a catalyst for trends that were already observable before the crisis and that were amplified by the clashes between the US and China. The European Commission recommends diversifying supplies to mitigate risks, while preserving international competition, but defending the EU market against unfair trade practices. In Europe, major uncertainties in the field of international trade concern Brexit, the future of transatlantic trade ties after the presidential election in the US, the stability of the rules-based trade order under the World Trade Organization and the shift of institutional power towards East Asia surrounding the trade blocs of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) and the newly established Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) agreement. In view of China’s shift in main principles of action away from adopting existing international norms, the fragility of the liberal international order, and the ambiguous competition and co-operation relationship between the EU and China, it is more important than ever that EU member states follow a co-ordinated approach at the EU level in full unity to achieve the goal of ‘open strategic autonomy’. Small open European economies, such as Austria, should re-evaluate their trade dependencies and consider supporting partial near-shoring to neighbouring Central, East and Southeast Europe. Furthermore, it is recommended to the EU and its member states to step up investment with European value added, for instance in common health, rail transport and energy infrastructure in order to foster the EU’s long-run growth prospects and its green transition.
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TOWARDS CHINA’S CENTENARY GOALS

China under the leadership of Xi Jinping set out two centenary goals. In 2021, when the Communist Party of China celebrates its 100th anniversary, China shall have achieved the building of a ‘moderately prosperous society in all respects’. In 2049 China will celebrate the 100th anniversary of the founding of the People’s Republic of China after the Chinese civil war. By then, it aims to have developed to a ‘modern socialist country that is prosperous, strong, democratic, culturally advanced, and harmonious’ (see e.g. Xi, 2017).

The pre-defined goal for 2021, the year following the presumed peak of the global health crisis, is a doubling of income per capita compared with 2010, to the benefit of well over one billion people. The strong focus on development will safeguard the legitimacy of the ruling party (Lu, 2016). Achieving both centenary goals will not be easy for structural reasons, such as a diminishing demographic dividend, as well as because of the shock of the pandemic. However, China has already managed to come close to world average income levels and almost doubled its gross domestic product (GDP) per capita from roughly 8,900 dollars\(^1\) in 2010 to more than 16,000 dollars in 2019 (Figure 1).

Figure 1 / Prior to the COVID-19 crisis, China’s first centenary goal was within reach

GDP per capita in 2000, 2010 and 2019 at purchasing power parity (PPP); 2017 international dollars

\[2000 \quad 2010 \quad 2019\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>CN</th>
<th>EU</th>
<th>US</th>
<th>DE</th>
<th>AT</th>
<th>World</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>16,117</td>
<td>44,436</td>
<td>62,530</td>
<td>53,919</td>
<td>56,188</td>
<td>16,914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>16,914</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: World Development Indicators [NY.GDP.PCAP.PP.KD].

\(^1\) GDP per capita based on purchasing power parity (PPP), i.e. converted to international dollars, which have the same purchasing power as the US dollar has in the United States. Data are in constant 2017 international dollars to single out inflation.
The success in achieving its goals depends on China’s own actions, other countries’ future attitudes towards China and the overall evolution of the COVID-19 health crisis. This shock hit China first, but quickly rippled through the world economy – initially via production and supply chains, and subsequently and more intensively when the virus spread globally. The worldwide economic downturn, a slump in international demand, uncertainty on the part of investors and rising scepticism towards China dampen prospects for Chinese economic growth. However, the almost exclusive focus on the pandemic by most of the countries in the world has opened opportunities for China – which epidemiologically and economically recovered in the first half of 2020 – to push its agenda in the Indo-Pacific region (Arase, 2020) and position itself as a responsible global actor in times of global health distress (Godehardt, 2020).

This policy note reviews data and literature related to changes in European economic relations with China, in particular in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. It places a strong focus on international trade, which was already affected before the crisis unfolded in Europe and America, and which might change significantly in the medium to long term following debates in Europe about ‘open strategic autonomy’ triggered by the pandemic. Where available, information for Austria and Germany, whose economies rely heavily on functioning trade relationships, is highlighted.

The first section describes how COVID-19 has affected economies via the trade channel. The second section briefly outlines how strong EU member states’ trade relations are with China and what the European Commission’s proposition of ‘open strategic autonomy’ for strengthening global trade and value chains means. It is followed by a discussion of the new weight of East Asia in global trade related to the new mega-regional trade agreement, the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP). The final section addresses the question of whether COVID-19 may be seen as a game changer for China-EU economic relations.

THE GLOBAL COVID-19 TRADE EFFECT

The year 2020 was an extremely turbulent one for almost every country in the world and their citizens, in the public and in most private spheres. Not a single policy field was unaffected by the unfolding of the global health crisis. One of the first areas affected in Europe, even when the virus SARS-CoV-2 was still (thought to be) contained within East Asia, was international trade.²

Factories in China were temporarily shut down. Travel bans resulted in labour shortages restricting production of factories that could still operate. Both Chinese and foreign (including European) companies operating in China were negatively affected.

Adverse effects for these companies trickled through global production and supply chains. Between January and February 2020, the Purchasing Managers’ Index for the manufacturing sector in China based on monthly enterprise surveys dropped by almost 50% (National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2020). UNCTAD (2020) calculated that this decrease corresponds to a reduction in annual exports of 2%. Assuming that Chinese exports of intermediate goods decreased by 2% in 2020, UNCTAD suggested that the EU would suffer the greatest absolute damage, of about USD 16 billion. The negative

---

² International trade had already slowed down during the years prior to the pandemic, not least because of aggressive trade policies applied by the US, the EU and China.
经济效果对美国的估计是‘只有’中国对欧盟的一半，大约60亿美元。这些结果被认为是下限，因为中国需求放缓和出货问题不被考虑。最重要的是，这些计算假设COVID-19主要能被控制在中国。这与几个月后的情况大不相同。

在晚春，中国的生活慢慢恢复正常，而欧洲和其他世界地区则被这场疾病所震撼。被感染的人数、患呼吸系统疾病COVID-19的人数和死于这种疾病的人数激增。医疗和个人防护设备变得稀缺，一些地方的国家卫生系统变得临时不堪重负。自3月中旬起，各国经济不断从一个经济封锁状态过渡到另一个状态，时间和方式不同。它们在执行国家内部政策，例如提供额外的社会福利或减税，以及外部政策，特别影响个人（跨境）移动和国际贸易。

许多经济体在解决支持国内卫生系统的必要产品问题上纷纷采取了自由化措施，例如通过简化认证程序或削减关税，但同时限制了类似产品的出口，其中一些是本国生产的（参见Hoekman et al., 2020，关于Global Trade Alert数据库）。有些出口限制在政府意识到它们对全球生产和供应链的负面连锁效应后迅速取消。单方面实施出口限制或禁止‘可能减少对关键供应的访问，增加平均价格，增加市场波动，妨碍投资决策，并在短期和长期带来不利影响’（Hoekman et al., 2020, p.2）。

这些贸易措施对必需品的影响尤其令人担忧，因为它们的供应量不足以满足许多经济体，并且不容易快速切换到其他贸易伙伴。德国和美国是医疗用品的主要出口国，2019年占全球医疗产品出口总额的四分之一，紧随其后的是瑞士、其他欧盟成员国和中国（WTO, 2020a）。美国主要出口医疗设备（装置）和医疗用品（例如，注射器，手术手套）；欧盟主要出口药品/药物；中国2019年的医疗产品出口中，约一半是个人防护用品（PPE），包括口罩。


3 见wiw月度报告No. 06/2020。
Overall, the global health crisis has additionally evolved into a multifaceted social and economic crisis. The International Monetary Fund (IMF, 2020) is forecasting a global recession of 4.4% for the year 2020. About 90 million people could slip into extreme poverty (an income below USD 1.9 a day). China recovered more quickly than expected, with a projected growth rate of 1.9% for 2020, while the rest of the world is still far off positive growth rates. A downturn of -8.3% of GDP is projected for the euro area, compared with -4.3% for the US.

In comparison to the global economic and financial crisis, the contraction of output in 2020 was much stronger, but the slump in trade turned out to be more moderate. The quarter-on-quarter trade reduction by 14.3% from the first to the second quarter of 2020 was the sharpest decline ever registered (WTO, 2020b). Year-on-year comparisons for the second quarter show that trade in COVID-related products soared, and trade in information and communication technology-related goods also increased, while the most drastic declines were recorded for the automotive sector (>50%), and for travel goods, handbags and footwear (>30%). Trade volumes of iron and steel products and industrial machinery, which are frequently subject to trade policy measures, dropped by more than 10%. Also rather dramatic was the slump in trade in fuels and mining products (38%) as prices collapsed, as did demand (owing to travel restrictions, lockdowns and interruptions of production).

However, trade recovered over the year – albeit with strong regional and sectoral differences. In October the World Trade Organization (WTO, 2020b) presented its trade forecast, projecting an overall decline in world merchandise trade of 9.2% in 2020, followed by a rise of 7.2% in 2021. The projected reduction is lower than outlined in the ‘optimistic scenario’ of the April trade forecast (a decline of 12.9%). Nonetheless, merchandise trade is expected to remain below its pre-crisis trend in 2021.

Projections regarding the contractions in international trade and GDP look grimmer for the EU than for the US. In mid-2020 the Directorate General for Trade of the European Commission (DG Trade) estimated a decrease of 9-15% for extra-EU27 exports and 11-14% for extra-EU27 imports (Nilsson et al., 2020). Partly, this is due to its much higher degree of openness. The sum of exports and imports amounted to around 26% of GDP for the US in 2019. This figure has been relatively stable (between 20% and 30%) over the last two decades. For China, this measure of openness reached its peak in 2006 at 65% and has since decreased, to 36% in 2019. For the EU, and many of its relatively small member states, trade is much more important. Openness has – with an interruption during the financial and economic crisis – continuously increased, up to a level of 90% of GDP in 2019, more than 20 percentage points above the world average. For some small open economies, such as Austria, this figure is even higher, with the volume of traded goods and services exceeding GDP levels (Figure 2). Excluding intra-EU trade, this openness indicator increased from 30.4% in 20105 to 35.6% in 2018 for the EU28. Intermediate goods comprise 60% of extra-EU imports and 49% of extra-EU exports (Nilsson et al., 2020).

---

4 During the global financial crisis, the world economy contracted by 0.1% from 2008 to 2009. The IMF hence argues that the COVID-19 health crisis resulted in the worst recession since the Great Depression; see e.g. Gopinath (2020).

5 Based on Eurostat data on extra-EU28 trade in services (only since 2010, BPM6, bop_its6_det), extra-EU28 trade in goods (ext lt_intertrd) and GDP (NAMA_10_GDP). Data of the World Development Indicators database shown in the graph relies on World Bank national accounts data and OECD national accounts data files and is not provided for extra-EU trade flows.
The EU’s trade openness – also reflected in the EU’s network of free trade agreements, which is the largest worldwide – and the high share of intermediate goods in its imports led to a debate about a reorganisation of trade. A central recurrent question, fitting into the discussion of deglobalisation, is whether the optimal level of trade – in particular in the form of global production and supply chains – has already been surpassed, and whether policy makers should therefore aim for shorter supply chains, near-shoring or even re-shoring, as opposed to previous off-shoring trends.

**Figure 2 / Trade openness/dependence is increasing in Europe, but decreasing in China**

Sum of exports and imports of goods and services; % of GDP

![Graph showing trade openness/dependence over time](image)

Note: Figures for the EU and its member states include intra-EU trade.
Source: World Development Indicators [NE.TRD.GNFS.ZS], based on World Bank and OECD national accounts data files.

**EUROPEAN STRATEGIC AUTONOMY AND TRADE WITH CHINA**

Trade with and trade policy towards China have received a lot of attention during the COVID-19 pandemic, for multiple reasons. First, the pandemic illustrated how fragile global production networks can be and how quickly many countries and industries face severe challenges when China temporarily struggles to produce/supply. Second, it made countries evaluate their dependency on Chinese final and intermediate product supplies. Third, China illustrated that it is willing to exert political pressure via threats of trade interruptions.

Arase (2020) provides three examples of Chinese political pressure in this context. First, a threat to cut off exports of medicine and COVID-19-related products if the US continued to insist that the new coronavirus had originated in China. Second, a ban on imports of Australian beef and barley, after Australia called in April for an independent investigation into the origins of the virus. And finally, a threat to the Netherlands to halt exports of medical supplies to that country after it renamed its mission in Taiwan the ‘Netherlands Office Taipei’. With respect to this behaviour, Arase points out that China will...
continue to use coercive force to control and discipline others without regard to international law or
democratic procedures.

Table 1 / A tenth of EU exports and a fifth of EU imports depend on China

Goods trade with China by EU member state and their share in total extra-EU27 trade in 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Imports from China</th>
<th>Exports to China</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>1,509</td>
<td>427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czechia</td>
<td>14,806</td>
<td>356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>88,414</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>20,536</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>7,470</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>6,253</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>4,537</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>76,772</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>8,424</td>
<td>17.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>31,685</td>
<td>17.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>2,904</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>651</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>24,821</td>
<td>16.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>31,428</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>4,061</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>5,606</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>2,953</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>1,484</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>726</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>2,016</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>2,296</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>16,704</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>929</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>3,148</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU27</td>
<td>361,286</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Sorted by the share of imports from China in total extra-EU27 imports. Eurostat data contain the Rotterdam effect, as
imports are recorded in the country where goods are released for free circulation. This is why the Netherlands shows the
highest absolute amount of imports.
Source: Eurostat (online data code: ext_st_eu27_2019sitc and DS-018995).

Lower trade dependency constrains the power a trading partner can assert via the trade channel on
another country. Overall, 18.7% of extra-EU27 imports originated from China and 9.3% of extra-EU27
exports were destined for China in 2019. Twenty-four out of 27 EU member states sourced at least 10%

The same obviously holds true for investments in critical infrastructure. For example, in a recent critical report Conley et
al. (2020) discuss how Chinese economic activities in the form of physical and digital infrastructure investments/funding
in Serbia based on government-to-government deals have turned the country into a ‘client state’, posing security risks
and undermining civil liberties. A survey conducted in September and October 2020 across 13 European countries
reveals that Russian and Serbian respondents have the most positive view of China, with Serbia being the country with
the most significantly improved image of China over the last three years (Turcsányi et al., 2020).
of their extra-EU imports from China, while there are only four economies where extra-EU export shares to China exceeded 10%. Germany ranks eighth with respect to import shares (18.8%) and first on the export side. Austria finds itself in the lower half of the import table (14.3%) but is ranked sixth with respect to export shares (Table 1). This can be understood as a lower-bound measure of trade dependency, as it measures gross exports. Indirect dependencies resulting from global value chains (for example, Austrian intermediate goods contained in German products exported to China) may be even stronger.

With respect to dependency on intermediate products from China, an evaluation by DG Trade shows that the EU is most dependent in textiles (46.2%), electrical equipment (36.1%) and electronic products (39.7%), which are the same product groups that show the overall largest share of extra-EU imports. The European Commission does not promote concepts of ‘undoing’ globalisation, or the argument of bringing production back home or closer to their final markets. Rather, it suggests that firms should diversify their supplier bases. With a model of ‘open strategic autonomy’, the Commission seeks to establish a model that allows for international competition while defending the EU market from unfair or abusive practices of external actors (Nilsson et al., 2020).

About half of all EU anti-dumping measures and countervailing duties – aimed, respectively, at counteracting the adverse economic effects from price dumping and subsidies – target China (see e.g. Garcia-Herrero et al., 2020). In particular, steel and aluminium are frequently subject to these types of policy instruments used to defend domestic economies from ‘unfair’ trade practices. In addition, the European steel sector is also protected by safeguard measures. These are temporary border measures to prevent injury to importing economies in the event of a strong increase of imports. These apply to specific products, but across all trading partners. EU safeguard measures were put in place in February 2019, in response to the extra tariffs imposed by the US in March 2018 on steel and aluminium products. These were prolonged and refined in mid-2020 as a reaction to the COVID-19 crisis. The EU argues that the economic shock strongly affects the functioning of the steel market, and more importantly, that the ‘strong geographical asymmetries in the speed and timing of the recovery’ – without explicitly mentioning China – pose the risk that opportunistic practices by trading partners might displace domestic production (EU, 2020). The safeguard measure consists of a tariff-rate quota. For import levels exceeding the quota, a 25% tariff applies. This regulation has been redefined by managing country-specific quotas on a quarterly (rather than an annual) basis and to give smaller exporting countries better access to the residual quota.

Trade relations bluntly display the asymmetric recovery. On the one hand, the EU and the US are finding it difficult to achieve pre-crisis trade levels. This is particularly true on the export side (Figure 3). However, imports have also come under pressure as US and EU ports face congestion owing to COVID-19, stemming from quarantine measures, and lack of crew, cargo ships or containers, which result in certificates expiring, spoiled goods and returns (see e.g. Pape, 2020 or Martin, 2020). On the other hand, China’s imports in October 2020 exceeded the levels of the previous year by 5%, while its exports were 10% higher than in 2019 (Figure 3).
Figure 3 / An asymmetric trade rebound

Year-on-year change of total merchandise imports

Year-on-year change of total merchandise exports

Note: Graphs based on a moving three-month average.
RCEP – A PLATFORM FOR THE STANDARDS OF THE FUTURE?

Uncertainty related to trade policy is a downward risk to growth projections following the COVID-affected year of 2020. For Europe, Brexit alone already constitutes an enormous political and economic challenge. In addition, relations with and between global trading powers are in flux.

The EU and China have been negotiating an EU-China Comprehensive Agreement on Investment (CAI) since 2013. After seven years of negotiations, an agreement in principle was concluded on 30 December 2020. The agreement itself and the timing of the conclusion received a lot of (partly justified and understandable) criticism, for example with respect to human rights concerns. The deal ‘will not miraculously convert China to Western norms of social, economic or political governance, but it does represent a modest step forward for the kind of regulated globalization that the EU has long sought to embody and promote’ (Taylor, 2021). According to the European Commission, China committed to improved market access for investments of EU companies, greater transparency regarding subsidies, prohibiting forced technology transfer and promoting sustainable development. Furthermore, both parties aim to conclude negotiations on investment protection and dispute settlement within two years (EC, 2020d).

With regard to EU-US relations, the achieved ‘lobster deal’ on WTO terms is no more than a friendly signal of rapprochement in light of ongoing tensions, including retaliatory tariffs imposed on imports worth several billion US dollars in the Boeing-Airbus subsidy fight. Much speculation is circulating regarding the role of the new US president, Joe Biden, in re-establishing ‘friendly’ ties with the EU and less aggressive ones with China.

Under the Trump administration, an upward spiral of tariffs and retaliatory tariffs resulted in an increase of Chinese tariffs on US exports from 8% in January 2018 to 21.1% in December 2019. The relative rise in tariffs was even more extreme on the US side, where tariffs on Chinese goods increased sevenfold from 3.1% to 21% during the same period (Bown, 2020a). The ‘phase one’ deal between the US and China, which came into effect on 14 February 2020, temporarily reduced tensions between the world’s two biggest economies and trading powers. However, the deal did not live up to its promises – partly, of course, because of the pandemic. In the deal, China committed to import an additional amount of US goods worth USD 63.9 billion. Over the first ten months of the deal, however, China’s purchases of US goods were more than 55% below the year-to-date targets (Bown, 2020b).

A downward risk to international trade and investments that should not be understated is the fact that the international rules-based order is under threat. One factor behind this is increased uncertainty regarding the future of the WTO, which is mainly related to US obstruction of its dispute settlement mechanism by blocking the appointment of judges.

---

8 The agreement will entail the reduction of US tariffs on EU exports worth around USD 160 million a year. This includes prepared meals, crystal glassware, surface preparations, propellant powders, lighters and lighter parts. The EU will eliminate tariffs on imports of US live and frozen lobster products. US exports of these products to the EU are worth around USD 111 million a year. Both sides will eliminate those tariffs on a most-favoured nation (MFN) basis, i.e. for any partner, in line with existing multilateral commitments. (EC, 2020e).

9 See WTO dispute cases DS316 (US against Airbus) and DS353 (EU against Boeing) and the press release of the European Commission (13 October 2020): https://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/press/index.cfm?id=2192

10 Tariff data weighted by exporting country’s exports to the world in 2017, i.e. prior to the tariff escalation.
Meanwhile, China’s main principles of action are changing considerably. While the late 1990s and early 2000s were characterised by China’s discourse on its accordance with international norms, it has since changed towards a ‘docking’ approach. Many Chinese experts regard the global economic and financial crisis that began in 2007/08 as a turning point for the liberal international order and the leading role of the US. China’s relatively recent ‘docking’ strategy refers to a political relationship on an equal footing, without having to adapt to established norms and rules (Figure 4). On the contrary, it might reshape existing norms towards its own ideals, for example via the ‘17+1’ forum (with 11 EU members in Central and Eastern Europe, five Western Balkan economies and Greece), the establishment of new institutions such as the Global Energy Interconnection Development and Cooperation Organiszation (GEIDCO), transnational economic corridors along Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) partner countries, or its investments in its own satellite navigation system (an alternative to GPS), Cross-Border Interbank Payment System (an alternative to SWIFT) and 5G communication network standard (Godehardt, 2020).

Figure 4 / ‘Docking’ replaces ‘accordance with international norms’

An important tool for shaping international norms and standards – particularly in trade – could be the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP), which was signed on 15 November 2020. It encompasses all 10 ASEAN states,11 South Korea, Japan, Australia, New Zealand and China. These 15 economies currently account for about 30% of the world’s population, 30% of global GDP, 25% of global trade and more than 50% of container port traffic.12

Four ASEAN economies as well as Australia, New Zealand and Japan also belong to the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP), which has been operational since 30 December 2018. The EU has relatively new ‘second-generation’ trade agreements

---

11 ASEAN = Association of Southeast Asian Nations, comprising Indonesia, Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Philippines, Thailand and four economies that are also part of the CPTPP – Brunei, Malaysia, Singapore and Vietnam.

12 See e.g. World Development Indicators of the World Bank.
in place with South Korea (applied since July 2011), Japan (in force since February 2019), Singapore (November 2019), and Vietnam (August 2020), and it is negotiating with Australia and New Zealand. But there is no authorisation from the Council of the EU to negotiate a trade agreement with China and also no sign of taking up negotiations in the near future. Indeed, China is the only country where a stand-alone investment agreement has been negotiated.

Many RCEP partner countries already trade under established trade agreements. However, many of them, such as South Korea and Japan, previously did not have institutionalised trade ties with China. The agreement includes 20 chapters, reaching beyond tariff cuts. It includes commitments in the fields of trade remedies, e-commerce and standards. In Trade Talks (2020, episode 143), Deborah Elms (Asian Trade Centre) explains that the RCEP is set up to be a platform for discussion of trade and economic issues in Asia for the future. The RCEP trade network can start to create rules for trade in Asia and then beyond, especially in new technologies, such as artificial intelligence, 3D printing and blockchain technology. She concludes that ‘once these rules are discussed and implemented in RCEP, these can become global rules’. This could become a thorn in the side for Europeans, who are particularly sceptical of Chinese activity in the area of digitalisation and data protection (Bartsch and Laudien, 2020).

If it is true that intercontinental and overlapping trade agreements contribute strongly to the spread of standards, as Morin et al. (2019) argue for environmental standards, then economies in Eastern Asia – linked to ASEAN, CPTPP and RCEP – might well significantly shape international standards for production, and traded goods and services in the near future.

**COVID-19 AS A GAME CHANGER FOR CHINA-EU CO-OPERATION?**

The liberal international order has been showing cracks at least since the global economic and financial crisis of 2008-2009. The success of globalisation has been increasingly questioned. The economic rise of China, accompanied by a weakening of economic dominance of the US, underscored the understanding that the tandem of market economy and democracy will not necessarily prevail globally.

Confrontations between the US and China increased, which led to the weakening of international agreements (e.g. the Paris Agreement on climate change) and organisations (e.g. the WTO). Fissures in the international order can be used by actors, such as China, to push their own ideas in an attempt to establish the compatibility of the world with China, rather than vice versa. These ruptures were further deepened by the global health crisis and helped China to present itself as a responsible global actor, contributing (for example, with medical supplies during the COVID-19 crisis and a revival of the concept of a Health Silk Road) to the ‘community with shared future for mankind’ (Godehardt, 2020).

Meanwhile, China did not hesitate to use its trading power to discipline economies that did not endorse the views of the Communist Party, for example, those referring to China as the country of origin of the COVID-19 disease. Furthermore, while countries around the globe are struggling with the pandemic, China seeks to push its political agenda in the Indo-Pacific, notably in relation to sovereignty disputes with neighbours (Arase, 2020). It is interesting in this respect that more and more countries in Europe are shifting away from implementing China strategies in favour of strategies towards the Indo-Pacific. Some of the most prominent examples are France with its strategy ‘For an Inclusive Indo-Pacific’,...

Within Europe, public opinion about China is currently predominantly negative – although perceptions are characterised by a regional divide. A survey conducted in September and October 2020 across 13 European countries14 revealed that 10 of the 13 report significantly more negative than positive views of China. Positive views prevail in Latvia, Russia and Serbia. The last of these is the only country in the survey that showed a strong improvement in China’s image among respondents. Likewise, China’s flagship infrastructure investment project – the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) – receives greater approval in Serbia, Russia, Latvia, Italy and Poland than elsewhere.

In the context of COVID-19, roughly 10% of respondents agree with the statement that China’s reputation has increased in light of the pandemic; only for Serbia is this share significantly higher, at more than 30%. Across all countries, significantly more respondents feel that China has gained economically during the global health crisis.

Figure 5 / Europeans believe that COVID-19 increased China’s economic power

Question: How did China’s global position change in the light of the COVID-19 pandemic?

Percentage of respondents agreeing with the statement

Source: Turcsányi et al. (2020), Figure 26, p. 23.

---

13 See République Française, Ministère de l’Europe et des Affaires Étrangères (2019) and Bundesregierung der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, Auswärtiges Amt (2020).

14 Czechia, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Poland, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden and United Kingdom.
To conclude, despite shifts in European attitudes towards China during the COVID-19 crisis, the pandemic does not seem to be a major game changer. Instead, it acts as a catalyst for trends that were already apparent before the crisis and that were amplified by the clashes between the US and China.

The hegemonial shift has been evident for years. Given fundamentally different conceptions of governance and the role of the state and the market in the economy, China’s ideology of ‘socialism with Chinese characteristics in a new era’ is challenging the international order (Arase, 2020). Prior to the COVID-19 outbreak, the EU had noted that ‘China is, simultaneously, in different policy areas, a cooperation partner with whom the EU has closely aligned objectives, a negotiating partner with whom the EU needs to find a balance of interests, an economic competitor in the pursuit of technological leadership, and a systemic rival promoting alternative models of governance. This requires a flexible and pragmatic whole-of-EU approach enabling a principled defence of interests and values.’ (EC and HR/VP, 2019, p. 1).

This balancing act between competition and co-operation in dealing with China might also explain some countries’ reticence. Austria is characterised by a policy of neutrality regarding the rivalry between the US and China. The COVID-19 crisis does not seem to have led to a reversal of Austria’s relatively neutral stance towards China. Nonetheless, it might have spurred its ambition to support EU interests, for example with respect to the procurement of pharmaceuticals, or the reinforcement of investment screening regulations (Erlbacher, 2020).

In view of the experiences during the extraordinary year 2020 and the expected increase in disruptions of value chains related to pandemics15 and natural disasters,16 a policy recommendation for a small open European economy, such as Austria, would be to empirically evaluate its trade dependency across sectors and trading partners to assess its economic vulnerability to trade. Austria might profit from its close ties to Central, East and Southeast Europe to diversify its trade and investment links (Gruebler and Bykova, 2020). In particular, the Western Balkan economies might have the potential for some form of near-shoring in the electronic, pharmaceutical, and automotive industries (Gaber, 2020). To mitigate risks related to the international trade order, it should be in the interest of all EU member states that the WTO emerges stronger from the current institutional crisis and better capable to address pressing global challenges such as climate change, in line with the European Green Deal.17

Furthermore, given the stabilising role of the EU during economic crises, Austria’s focus on the EU market, and the importance of the EU market size for negotiating with the US and China on an equal footing, Austria should step up efforts to achieve common European policies towards China or the Indo-Pacific, rather than pursuing an individual strategy. Austria might push for European strategic infrastructure investments across Eurasia that complement China’s BRI, but with a clear European value added and an aim to increase long-run growth prospects in the EU. For example, Creel et al. (2020) propose a European COVID-19 recovery programme in the areas of public health, transport infrastructure and energy/decarbonisation over a 10-year period, amounting to EUR 2 trillion, strengthening the European rail network and Green Deal ambitions.

---

15 See e.g. Gill, via BBC (2020).
16 See e.g. Buchholz, via World Economic Forum (2020).
17 See e.g. a discussion on the Environmental Goods Agreement by De Melo and Solleder (2019).
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